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Chromosome condensation and decondensation
during mitosis
Wolfram Antonin1 and Heinz Neumann2
During eukaryotic cell division, nuclear chromatin undergoes
marked changes with respect to shape and degree of
compaction. Although already significantly compacted during
interphase, upon entry into mitosis chromatin further
condenses and individualizes to discrete chromosomes that
are captured and moved independently by the mitotic spindle
apparatus. Once segregated by the spindle, chromatin
decondenses to re-establish its interphase structure
competent for DNA replication and transcription. Although
cytologically described a long time ago, the underlying
molecular mechanisms of mitotic chromatin condensation and
decondensation are still ill-defined. Here we summarize our
current knowledge of mitotic chromatin restructuring and
recent progress in the field.
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Introduction
The changes occurring during cell division, especially the
fate of chromatin, have been fascinating biologists since
the 19th century when chromatin could be visualized with
novel cellular staining techniques. The iconic structure of
X-shaped mitotic chromosomes not only decorates numerous covers of scientific journals but is nowadays also
firmly anchored in common knowledge. Nevertheless,
how this structure is formed remains highly controversial
despite years of intensive efforts.
In animal cells, the nuclear envelope breaks down with
the onset of mitosis so that a variety of cytoplasmic
proteins can access chromatin. Although chromatin
changes are already detectable before nuclear envelope
www.sciencedirect.com

breakdown, this leads to further chromatin condensation
and allows assembly of the mitotic spindle, which will
capture, move and align the individualized chromosomes
at the metaphase plate and segregate the disengaged
chromatids. At the end of mitosis a nuclear envelope
reforms around the segregated and decondensing chromatin in each of the emerging daughter cells. Although in
some yeast species the nuclear envelope is not dis-assembled and reassembled during mitosis, cytosolic factors
similarly get access to the nucleoplasm with entry into
mitosis allowing chromatin condensation and intra-nuclear spindle formation to occur. After chromatin segregation, the compacted chromatin is similarly decondensed
to reestablish its interphase state.
Although chromatin condensation in mitosis is, at least in
animal and plant cells, already apparent by light microscopy, assessments of the degree of compaction of mitotic
chromatin in relation to its interphase state differ considerably, from two to fiftyfold as estimated by volume
occupancy of an EGFP-H2B signal or by distance measurements of chromosome loci, respectively [1,2]. Various
models attempting to explain how mitotic chromatin is
organized have been suggested. These models fall mainly
into two broad categories (Figure 1): one class proposes
that the DNA is hierarchically folded into increasingly
higher order structures (e.g. [3,4]). The second class,
which follows pioneering work of the Lämmli laboratory,
suggests that mitotic chromatin forms series of loops
which are attached to a central chromosome scaffold axis
(e.g. [5]). Although at first sight the two models appear
incompatible, it is possible that both organizational
principles coexist in different domains of a condensed
chromosome, for example, if radial loops consist of hierarchically folded fibers. In addition, both models could
describe chromatin structure at different stages of mitotic
compaction. For example, hierarchical folding might
transiently contribute to initial condensation giving rise
to chromatin structures which then locally melt but are
arranged in radial loops.
Thus, the question of how mitotic chromosomes are
structured is far from being resolved. We will nevertheless summarize our current knowledge about chromatin
condensation and decondensation during mitosis integrating recent results both from yeast and animals.

Chromatin condensation
In early prophase of metazoan mitosis, the homogenously distributed chromatin of interphase begins to
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Structure of mitotic chromosomes. Two classes of models have been proposed to describe the structure of mitotic chromosomes. Hierarchical folding
models (left) suggest that chromatin fibers are folded into consecutive higher-order-structures starting from initial 11-nm-fibers (‘beads-on-a-string’).
The scaffold model (right) predicts the existence of a continuous, proteinaceous core at the center of chromosome arms to which loops are attached.

form visible thread-like structures. The driving force for
this initial phase of chromatin compaction is highly
debated. Condensin complexes play an important role
during this stage of condensation since their depletion
delays the process [6–8]. However, the details of their
Current Opinion in Cell Biology 2016, 40:15–22

activation and their mechanistic contribution are far
from clear.
The pentameric condensin complexes are composed
of two proteins of the structural maintenance of
www.sciencedirect.com
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chromosomes (SMC) family and three non-SMC subunits, a kleisin and two HEAT repeat containing proteins.
SMC proteins form long anti-parallel coiled coils flanked
by an ATPase head domain and a hinge domain which is
required for complex formation between SMC subunits
[9]. The head domains interact with the kleisin subunit,
so that both SMC and the kleisin subunit form a closed
ring, while the HEAT-repeat proteins associate with the
complexes largely through their interaction with their
kleisin subunits [10,11]. This ring may entrap two strands
of DNA from the same chromosome similar to the way
cohesin (a structurally related complex involved in sister
chromatid cohesion, DNA repair and transcriptional regulation [12]) encircles sister chromatids [13,14]. In
addition to kleisin mediated ring formation, the ATPase
domains of the SMC proteins interact with each other
upon ATP binding and dissociate upon its hydrolysis [15].
The purpose of this ATPase cycle is largely unclear;
however, interfering mutations abrogate condensin function in vivo [16]. The recent reconstitution of mitotic
chromosome assembly using only six purified components may help to shed light on the mechanism of
condensin function [17].
Condensin mediated looping of linear chromatin segments with a size of 80–120 kb has been suggested to
represent the initial event in a multi-step process [18]
(Figure 2). This model is supported by polymer simulations and the analysis of mitotic chromosomes by chromosome conformation capture experiments [19]. The
size of these loops may be restricted by the distance
between consecutive cohesin binding sites or be due to
condensin-inherent properties [18]. Later in M phase,
axial compression of chromosome arms requires further
condensin activity in combination with sister chromatid
resolution, which is mediated by topoisomerase IIa and
the release of cohesin by the ‘prophase pathway’. All
metazoan species studied so far possess two different
condensin complexes, condensin I and II, that differ in
the non-SMC subunits. Whereas the condensin II complex is found on chromatin throughout mitosis, the condensin I complex will bind to chromosomes only after
nuclear envelope breakdown [20]. Both types of condensins contribute to chromosome condensation with disparate effects on shape [21–23]. The latter may participate
in condensation by stabilizing the condensed state and by
compressing protruding fibers that have escaped condensin II action to promote lateral compaction.
Controversy about the mechanism of mitotic chromosome condensation comes from the fact that condensed
chromosomes still form in cells depleted of condensins,
although with strongly reduced structural integrity
[8,20,24]. Condensin inactivation interferes with the
condensation of the rDNA locus in mitosis of budding
yeast [25–29]. In fission yeast, temperature-sensitive
mutants of the SMC proteins fail to condense and
www.sciencedirect.com

segregate chromosomes in mitosis but remain able to
perform spindle elongation and cell division [30]. Analysis of mitotic condensation by fluorescence microscopy
revealed an almost complete loss of condensation at
restrictive temperature [31].
Condensation in animals is also affected, although not
abolished, by depletion of condensin subunits. In vertebrates, initial condensation in prophase precedes condensin recruitment to the central axis, which may be
interpreted as initially condensed states being stapled
together by the association of condensin [32]. Shutting
down expression of SMC2 in chicken DT40 cells [8,24] or
knock-down by RNAi in Caenorhabditis elegans [6] severely impaired mitotic chromosome architecture but had
only limited effects on condensation per se. This may
be the result of incomplete condensin depletion in these
systems, although protein levels were reduced beyond
detectability. Recently, using floxed alleles of kleisin
subunits, Nasmyth and colleagues showed that condensin
II is essential for chromosome structure and rigidity in
mouse meiosis [33]. However, even in the almost complete absence of both condensin isoforms, interphase
chromatin compacted into clumps.
The observation that condensation is almost normal after
condensin depletion in chicken DT40 cells led to the
postulation of a factor called ‘regulator of chromosome
architecture’ (RCA) [24]. Indeed, several other proteins
have been described as chromatin condensation factors,
but their function is even less clear than that of condensins.
Experiments in fission yeast have implicated a requirement for topoisomerase IIa in addition to its decatenating
activity in chromatin condensation [34]. This agrees with
work from the Lämmli lab, which identified the protein as a
major non-histone component of the scaffold [35,36] involved in chromatin condensation [37,38]. Additionally,
drugs targeting topoisomerase II partially inhibit chromatin condensation [39,40]. However, knockdown of topoisomerase IIa in fly and human cell lines impair
chromosome segregation, but do not result in prominent
condensation defects [41,42]. Chromokinesin KIF4 was
shown to cooperate with condensin to drive axial shortening of chromosome arms [43]. However, the mechanism by
which KIF4 acts is presently unclear.
Condensin-independent condensation is probably driven
by a chromatin-inherent attractive force controlled by
post-translational modifications on histone tails [44]
(Figure 2). This attraction between neighbouring nucleosomes is generated by binding of H4 tails to the acidic
patch of another nucleosome, an interaction that is
well-characterized in vitro [45,46]. Installation of UVactivatable cross-linker amino acids in yeast histones
demonstrated that this interaction is predominantly present in mitosis [44]. During interphase, the interaction is
prevented by acetylation of H4 K16 [45,46]. Early in
Current Opinion in Cell Biology 2016, 40:15–22
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Potential mechanism of mitotic chromosome formation as a multi-layered process. Condensin-driven condensation (left) in prophase leads to loop
formation, which are subsequently compacted in axial and lateral direction. Histone-driven condensation (right) promotes local chromatin
compaction mediated by interactions between neighbouring nucleosomes and controlled by post-translational modifications.

mitosis, phosphorylation of H3 T3 by Haspin and subsequently of H3 S10 by Aurora B kinase recruits the lysine
deacetylase Hst2p to deacetylate H4 K16, triggering
chromatin condensation.
Current Opinion in Cell Biology 2016, 40:15–22

This mechanism probably also acts in animals and plants
since all the factors are evolutionarily and functionally
conserved. It will be interesting to learn how this pathway
cooperates with the canonical condensation machinery.
www.sciencedirect.com
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Inactivating condensin in budding yeast by employing a
temperature-sensitive condensin allele does not prevent
the association of the H4-tail with the acidic patch of
another nucleosome, suggesting that chromosome architectural changes are dispensable for this interaction [47].
Vice versa, inactivation of Hst2 affects chromosome
condensation by mechanisms beyond controlling the
acetylation state of H4 K16 [47]. We postulate that condensin-mediated and histone-mediated condensation act
in parallel at different levels of chromosome architecture.
Although condensins drive large-scale rearrangements by
loop formation, association between nucleosomes drives
close-range chromosome compaction, for example within
such loops. It seems likely that these mechanisms communicate to orchestrate the condensation process.
In animal cells, chromosomes reach their highest compaction level in anaphase during segregation [48]. This
additional longitudinal condensation may prevent cleavage of lagging chromosome arms during cytokinesis. In
budding yeast, the extent of this compaction increases
with chromosome arm length, resulting in adaptation of
the compaction level to the size of the spindle [49]. This
process depends on the kinase Aurora B and is driven by a
direct attractive interaction between nucleosomes [44].

Chromatin decondensation
In late anaphase and telophase the mitotic chromatin
decondenses to re-establish its interphase structure
(Figure 3). Decondensation is not a simple reversal of
events leading to condensation. Whereas entry into mitosis is largely executed by mitotic kinases, mitotic exit
requires both inactivation of the kinases and reversion of
mitotic phosphorylation. In yeast, mitotic exit is driven by
the phosphatase CDC14. In animal cells, PP1 and PP2A
protein phosphatases are crucial players in this process.

Depletion of PP2A as well as its regulatory subunit B55a
and the scaffolding subunit R1a delay mitotic exit [50].
Whether this phosphatase has a direct role in chromatin
decondensation is unclear. PP1g dephosphorylates
among others the mitotic histone marks Thr3, Ser10
and Ser28 on histone H3 [51]. It is tempting to speculate
that these histone marks need to be reverted to trigger
reacetylation of H4 K16 (and probably other downstream
events) to allow chromatin decondensation. PP1g is
recruited to anaphase chromosomes by its targeting subunit Repo-Man [52]. Depletion of Repo-Man affects
nuclear envelope formation but does not detectably impair chromatin decondensation [53]. However, PP1g is
also recruited to decondensing chromosomes by Ki-67
[54] and it is possible that this function can in part
compensate for the loss of Repo-Man. PP1a is recruited
to chromatin later, just before nuclear envelope enclosure, by its targeting subunit PNUTS. It has been suggested to regulate chromatin decondensation [55] but its
precise targets and mechanisms remain elusive.
In addition to the action of phosphatases eliminating
mitotic phosphorylations, removal of the mitotic kinase
Aurora B from chromatin is required for chromatin decondensation [56]. The AAA+-ATPase p97, together with
its cofactors UFD1 and NPL4, is required for this. As this
machinery usually recognizes ubiquitinylated proteins, it
is likely that Aurora B is ubiquitinylated at the end of
mitosis. If so, the responsible ubiquitin ligases would be
an interesting target to identify to understand the regulation of this process. As indicated above, the main mitotic
target of Aurora B is Ser10 of Histone H3, but it is unlikely
that preventing this phosphorylation is sufficient for chromatin decondensation. It is more likely that Aurora B has to
be removed to prevent phosphorylation of other yet to be
defined targets to allow for chromatin decondensation. For
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Chromatin decondensation in animal cells: p97 removes Aurora B from mitotic chromatin, PP1g is recruited to chromatin via Repo-Man and Ki-67
and dephosphorylates, among other potential targets, histone H3. The function of RuvBL1/RuvBL2 on decondensing chromatin still needs to be
defined.
www.sciencedirect.com
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example, Aurora B phosphorylates and by that regulates
condensin complexes [57] and it is tempting to speculate
that removal of this kinase is required for condensins’
activities to cease during mitotic exit.
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